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I      “ ” for weeks

this summer as I traveled through northern and southern Mexico, meeting
with workers, indigenous farmers and campesinos, members of autonomous communities and civic groups as part of a project I am doing with
a tri-national coalition of organizations from the three  countries,
collecting testimonies from those who have been most affected by the
North American Free Trade Agreement for a book I am helping to compile.
In the process we have also been strategizing the coalition’s next steps and
new directions. What does “always indigenize” mean in these contexts?
e many exchanges I participated in during these meetings suggested
to me that this verb “to indigenize” can be a useful concept for social
movement if we gather into it three layers of meaning that have congealed
around the word “indigenous.” In the case of Mexico, the common sense
meaning of “indigenous” refers to the native peoples who are ten percent
of the Mexican population, “los indios,” who come from over  linguistic groups other than Spanish—among them Nahuatl, Mixtec, Zapotec,
Tsotzil, Tseltal, Tojolabal, Chol. Wherever they are—in Chihuahua, Oaxaca, Veracruz, Yucatan, Chiapas—indigenous people are the poorest of the
poor, the result of a combination of geographical isolation, institutional
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racism, systematic repression by local elites, and the structural adjustment
programs imposed by transnational banks. Indigenous people live in the
most remote and least productive rural areas because their lands have
been expropriated and their way of life pushed out of the fertile valleys
and into the highlands or jungle by cattlemen, timber companies, and a
government that eased the process or looked the other way (Barry ).
While it glorifies “Indian-ness” in its nation-building rhetoric, the Mexican
government has done little to eliminate the caste-like treatment of the
native population by Spanish-speaking elites (Barry ).
While the long march of history leaves its marks on a people, at the
same time migration makes them new as they join workforces and communities outside their native lands and adopt new ways. Some indigenous
people move away from their communities and become urbanos, they
speak Spanish, wear western dress, and lose their indigenous affiliation.
ey come to be considered mestizo or ladino. ey may be identified as
indio when the term is hurled at them as an insult. While some would say
that the physical characteristics of the mestizo (mixed blood) population
of Mexico are often indistinguishable from those of indigenous peoples,
racism will insist that physical difference matters, and “indio” is used
outside indigenous groups as a term of derision for those of darker skin
color. While “indigenous” is often identified with pre-modern Mexican
cultures, whether “indigenous” groups have or maintain cultures that are
completely separate from mestizo or hispanic influence has been debated.
Early anthropologists in Mexico used “indigenous” to refer to groups that
were seen as vestiges of the ancient past. Later researchers like Eric Wolf
would read the closed indigenous communities as the product of Spanish
colonization, their customs a weave of medieval Spanish and pre-hispanic traditions (Barry ). All of these threads in the politics, culture,
and identity of certain social groups form one layer of the meaning of
indigenous.
Just as plants or animals can be considered “indigenous” or native to
an area, the specific conditions—both social and natural—of a locale can
be said to be indigenous to it. “Indigenous” in this second more generic
sense refers to what belongs to a particular area—the historical, social,
natural conditions pertinent to that specific locality.
While there have been peasant revolts in Mexico throughout the
twentieth century, the  Zapatista uprising in the name of “los pueblos indios” lent to the term “indigenous” a third set of connotations. With
the inauguration of the Zapatista Caracoles in August  an indigenous
standpoint in Chiapas has been linked to the development of organized
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resistance and self-determination through cooperative alternatives that
meet a community’s needs.
Using the term “indigenous” as a verb—to indigenize—can convey
all three of these layers of meaning. To “always indigenize,” then, is a
mandate ) to acknowledge the maintenance of colonization’s imprint
on a particular people’s history; ) to attend to the conditions that are
particular to a specific place; and ) to further a political standpoint of
organized resistance to capitalist exploitation and neo-imperial invasion
and actively construct alternatives that honor the natural and human
resources on which social life depends.
Ten years of  (–) have violently impacted communities in both the north and south of Mexico. In the north the maquiladora
industry (factory assembly for export) peaked during the  decade,
intensifying the contamination of bodies, land, and water and sanctioning
blatant violations of labor and human rights. At 
’s tenth anniversary
many maquiladoras in some northern cities (Cd. Juarez, Piedras Negras,
Torreon) are closing, moving off shore or south in search of cheaper
sources of labor. In other northern cities new maquilas are arriving to
take advantage of a diverse, cheap skilled and unskilled labor force. In
some border cities unemployment is chronic, and many grassroots groups
spawned out of maquila workplace struggles are now organizing only to
survive. In others the maquilas are hiring women; and newly migrated
women especially, are the preferred unskilled turnover labor force.
 was ushered in to Mexico with the privatization of the ejidos
or common lands when more than half the farmland in Mexico was held
in ejidos. e reform of Article  of the Mexican Constitution in 
meant the erosion of campesino or small farming as a way of life. With
the disappearance of the constitutionally protected right to land, a right
that Emiliano Zapata fought for during the Mexican Revolution, the ejidos
are being redistributed into the hands of a few private owners and foreign
investors. In an agricultural state like Chiapas  opened the door to
the invasion of multinational agribusiness—genetically-modified seeds,
agri-chemicals, the biopiracy of plant life—and helped redirect production
from traditional staples like corn as cheap ..-subsidized imported corn
flooded the market. is massive restructuring of the agricultural sector
has directly effected migration, and migration is eroding the social fabric,
changing traditional ways, and compounding the burden of those who stay
behind. When the men are the first to migrate women both in the rural and
urban areas who already bear the burden of an oppressive machista culture
are responsible for meeting the family’s survival needs. Onesimo Hidalgo
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of the Chiapan organization  (Center for Ecoonomic and Political
Research), reports on these consequences of  there: “Chiapas once
held second place in the production of corn on the national level; today it
is sixth.¹ is is cornering the people of the communities into having their
little parcel of land for family consumption. ey are producing to live not
so much to sell.” As the economic crisis intensifies in the small farming
communities one solution is emigration. According to Hidalgo,
Approximately five thousand people a month leave Chiapas for
the .. You can see how it is good business for the transport
companies because in the southern part of the state—that
would be the coast and the mountains—there are trips that
say “Trips to Laredo, Piedras, Tijuana or Cd. Juarez every
Saturday” and they advertise “for only  pesos.” ere has
been a displacement of the population of Chiapas to the tourist
centers of Cancun, Quintana Roo, Cozumel or Tabasco and
from the communities to the urban zones.
Hidalgo adds that
ese urban areas are growing a lot and the authorities don’t
have a governing plan to respond to the massive arrival of
population. You see them selling gum, working as shoe shiners, sweepers, removing trash, doing day labor.… Moreover, I
think that migration brings a more grave and more complicated effect to the communities and that is the breakdown of a
community culture because when they leave they lose customs,
ways, traditions; the form of dress changes, they change their
way of speaking, the music changes, and they don’t want to
respect traditional authorities. (Hidalgo)
President Vicente Fox’s Plan Puebla Panama ()—an economic agreement to build roads, airports, ports in order to move North American
investment to the southern part of Mexico and into the Central American
countries—and the bi-lateral Central American Trade Agreement, ,
are paving the way for the arrival of the maquiladoras in southern states
like Chiapas. e corporations are already touting Chiapans as ideal workers because they have no history of unionizing or of collective action for
workers’ rights. e struggle to survive is leading people to migrate to
urban zones and to the north. Many are “indigenous” people from rural
areas who travel north not knowing what they will find there, with little
 For more information on  see <http://www.ciepac.org.mx>.
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awareness of the realities of maquiladora work or of the legacy of over
thirty years of organizing in them.
 also gave birth to intense organized resistance. In the south
this resistance and the construction of alternatives has come from several
organizations, including but not only the Zapatistas, whose uprising on
January ,  coincided with the inauguration of . Many communities are refusing to be bought by government programs like Procede
(the program that is operationalizing the reform of Article  by certifying
rights to common use lands and the titles of lots for all those living on
ejidos), preferring to develop more collective alternatives for health, education, community welfare, and sustainable economies. eir resistance has
provoked powerful responses from all levels of government including the
intense miltarization that has turned Chiapas into a virtual police state.
e challenge in the south is how to build economic, political, and social
alternatives in the face of these violent encroachments and the corrosive
impact of migration on daily life.
According to Miguel Pickard White, another member of , the
Zapatistas are highly valued for having opened up new social spaces—geographical as well as conceptual and political ones. e Mexican government and the state of Chiapas would like to eliminate the Zapatistas,
but they can’t precisely because they have won these spaces. is year
the Zapatistas celebrate an anniversary they call “ and ,” marking
the two decades of their movement and ten years since the uprising
and the political strategy they launched in August  at the National
Democratic Convention the  (Zapatista National Liberation Army)
convened in Aguascalientes de Guadelupe Tepeyac. e direction inaugurated at Aguascalientes was meant to build alliances between the 
and the broad-based civil society. Disappointed with the response of the
state and civil society and needing to clarify its internal leadership, last
year on August ,  in the autonomous community of Oventic the
Zapatistas initiated a major change in course when the  command
announced the “death” of Aguascalientes and the “birth” of the caracoles
(conch shells), the re-formalized organization of Zapatistan autonomy
and self-determination.
Five regionally based caracoles are enacting this new direction of the
Zapatista autonomous municipalities in keeping with the core principle
of the Zapatista movement—mandar obediciendo—lead by obeying. Each
caracol is a nucleus for seven or so of the  autonomous municipalities.
Each caracol has a Board of Good Government that serves the autonomous
municipalities that are building schools, clinics, and economic development
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projects. In this way the caracoles are implementing the self-determination
and autonomy the indigenous people claimed in the Accords drawn up
in San Andres Sak’amchen de los Pobres in February , even though
they were rejected by the Mexican Congress. As members of the Junta de
Buen Gobierno, Caracol  in Morelia told me,
In the San Andres Accords of ’ was the petition that we
might be recognized, but when that was negated by the
government we said that it was signed and had to be put in
practice. It wasn’t left any other way from what was signed.
Whether they want it or not—never mind—we already have
a signed agreement. at’s the idea. erefore the majority of
the indigenous people are not thinking about how long it will
be like this, but the objective, the principle demand, was to
get it going, and this is where we are right now. (Caracol ,
Torbellino de Nuestras Palabras)
Despite ten years of an extensive military and paramilitary presence—of
massacres, impunity, and persistent low-intensity warfare by the Mexican government in the indigenous communities—the caracol strategy of
coordinated, cooperative, democratic “good government” from the grassroots is forging collective leadership and building an alternative way of
life—economically, politically, culturally—outside the official “bad government.” e President of the autonomous municipality of San Andres
Sak’emchen de los Pobres explained this further:
e point of the Accord they signed is indigenous rights and
cultures. at is the hope we have. We are not waiting for
the system of bad government. erefore we already have
autonomous authorities in the municipalities…. e government wants to send quantities of money so that we don’t
keep on struggling, but thank God here we are standing on
our own two feet organizing. We are working and my people
are making a lot of sacrifices. Even if the government wants
to destroy us, they cannot. Even if they want to buy us, they
cannot. at is why we are waiting to see the day, the month,
the year when the outcome of the Accord that the government
and the  signed is going to be in effect. We are not going
to sell our dignity.
As Miguel Pickard reminds us, however,
What they [the Zapatistas] are doing isn’t a model to be
repeated or replicated and multiplied everywhere. It is an
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example, no more than what can be done in particular circumstances with particular difficulties. is is what they are
doing, and it is an example that we might reflect upon and
take advantage of as we go. But of course in urban centers it
is not going to be possible to duplicate this model. And it is
not necessary, nor are the Zapatistas saying that.
ese words of the Zapatistas and of  suggest a way of understanding “indigenizing,” as a strategy for organizing that draws on the three
senses of the concept of “indigenous” I outlined above. is is the strategy
the Coalition for Justice in the Maquiladoras () recently proposed in
an effort to connect organizing in the north and south of Mexico.  is
a tri-national, non-profit, non-governmental coalition composed of organizations from religious, labor, environmental, community, and women’s
groups in Mexico, the United States and Canada.² Since its founding fifteen
years ago  has focused on supporting maquiladora workers who labor
in Mexico’s , maquiladoras, most of them located along the northern
border.³ In these communities “indigenous” most obviously refers to “los
indios” who are pouring into cities like Juarez, Tijuana, or Nuevo Laredo
looking for work and perhaps for a chance to cross to the other side. Many
end up working in the maquiladoras.
Members of the various maquiladora-based groups in these northern
communities speak about the difficulties indigenous women face who
migrate north, how their burdens are compounded by a racism that considers “indios”
indios” not much better than animals and an oppressive machista
culture that underlies indigenous women’s relations with male family
members and their adaptation to life in the city. In ’s support for
organizing, empowerment, and training of maquiladora workers, “indigenous” men and women as a specific social group have not been a focus.
But the intensified migrations north and the movement of the maquilas
to the south are making the needs of indigenous people, the conditions
indigenous to particular communities across northern and southern
regions where maquilas are now located, and the need to develop economic and social alternatives in both north and south historical realities
the coalition must address. And the concept of “indigenizing” seems to
be useful here.
 For more information on  see <http://www.coalitionforjustice.net>.
  [National Institute of Geographical and Informational Statistics] February
. As of this year there are ,, workers reported working in Mexico’s
maquiladoras.
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In the northern cities inside the factories, de facto implementation of
the proposed neo-liberal reforms of Mexico’s progressive labor law means
more part-time contracts and further violations of workers’ rights. Outside
the factory, unemployment, and the struggle to survive are leading people
to look for economic alternatives. A few groups have begun to develop
cooperative community projects, but they are having difficulty building
the collective consciousness that will nourish them. To meet these needs
 is now planning a series of strategic encounters between maquiladora
workers and organizers from the Mexican north and members of grassroots campesino and indigenous groups from Chiapas. e objective of
these encounters is to provide a platform for strengthening organizing by
the groups in both regions in terms that are “indigenous” to the needs and
conditions of specific communities. e aim of this model of encounters is
not to duplicate what is witnessed on one side or the other but to provide
a catalyst that will strengthen and develop projects in each group’s locale
and advance a collective political standpoint that will further alternatives
to capitalist expropriation and exploitation.
e encounters are a way to support groups in the south whose
agricultural economy is being restructured and who are now dealing with
massive migration. Many of their people have little or no experience with
factory work, even as many of their community members are migrating
to northern border cities and finding jobs in the maquilas. Workers in
the north can offer those in the south information and insight on the
realities of work in the maquiladoras, the history of organized struggle in
the workplace, the challenges of that collective process and of learning to
use the law. e history of women’s strong leadership roles in organized
struggle in the north is a particular point of interest for groups in the
south.
ese encounters are jumping-off points to articulate collective practices within urban models of community organizing and to strengthen
existing cooperative projects in both regions. e powerful examples of
cooperative self-determination that indigenous organizations have developed in the south can provide living models of collective consciousness
and practice both for urban organizations in the south and maquiladora
workers in the north who are struggling against the corrosive influence
of individualism and competition.
Capitalism thrives on division, isolation, and fragmentation among
workers and communities. e  encounters aim to combat that alienation. ey are premised on the principle that effective organizing must
begin with the necessities and conditions that are indigenous to a particu | Hennessy

lar area and develop strategies that spring from them. At the same time this
model recognizes that local strategizing proceeds more effectively when
it is infused with lessons in consciousness and practice gleaned from the
strengths and the histories of others outside one’s region. e encounters
also highlight the historical role that indigenous peoples in both the north
and south are living as indigenous. In strengthening the political standpoint of the groups, the importance of making visible indigenous people
in Mexico that has been at the core of the Zapatista movement will be
an important component. Finally, the encounters are meant to serve as a
platform and a bridge for developing a political standpoint of organized
resistance, including collective consciousness, strengthened collective
leadership and cooperative alternatives. e encounters are organized in
such a way that the first stage focuses primarily on introducing each region
to the realities of the other while the second stage integrates, concretizes,
and evaluates what has been learned and explores possible future northsouth collaborations.
e  Encuentro Project is one example of a program that might
be said to enact the logic of “always indigenize” as a strategy for organizing. e book I am compiling pursues aspects of this logic in that it is a
collection of testimonies and interviews of workers and farmers on the
impact of 
’s ten years. e book attempts to “indigenize” in that it
represents the view from below, from the grassroots’ perspective—from
Mexico’s maquila communities in the north to the autonomous communities and campesino organizations in the south—and does so in a way that
also supports an “indigenous” political standpoint.
e logic of “always indigenizing” that I propose here is applicable
anywhere, and is certainly one that students and teachers, researchers
and staff might pursue in the university. It is a way of working that recognizes the imprint of a history of colonial and capitalist encroachment
and their accompanying racist oppression on the collective identities of
certain peoples. It is a way of proceeding that stresses the importance of
organizing from below and taking into account the needs and conditions
of particular communities. It is a political standpoint that seeks to understand how these local situations are connected to power relations that are
national and international in scope. To “always indigenize” is to recognize
that human life depends on our relation to nature and to one another, and
like the indigenous in the caracoles to never forget our collective power,
the reality that estamos de pied—we are still standing on two feet—and a
better world is ours to build.
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